How well do program completers succeed in the classroom?

Average 2014-15 and 2015-16 evaluation results for students completing Bachelor’s programs since 2012

Canisius College data reflects overall APPR ratings for 80 teachers.

Data source: Unpublished data provided by the New York State Education Department. Evaluation data for 2014-15 and 2015-16 (combined average) for 2011-12 or later Bachelor’s completers, includes only initial certifications. Analysis limited to teachers with eligible evaluation data. Teachers employed in charter schools are included in the Student Achievement Growth Rating subcomponent.
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Average 2014-15 and 2015-16 evaluation results for students completing Master’s programs since 2012

Canisius College data reflects overall APPR ratings for 400 teachers and State-provided growth ratings for 59 teachers.

Data source: Unpublished data provided by the New York State Education Department. Evaluation data for 2014-15 and 2015-16 (combined average) for 2011-12 or later Master’s completers, includes all certification types. Analysis limited to teachers with eligible evaluation data. Teachers employed in charter schools are included in the Student Achievement Growth Rating subcomponent.